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Motion Makes Sense: An Adaptive Motor-Sensory Strategy
Underlies the Perception of Object Location in Rats

Inbar Saraf-Sinik,* Eldad Assa,* and Ehud Ahissar
Department of Neurobiology, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel

Tactile perception is obtained by coordinated motor-sensory processes. We studied the processes underlying the perception of object
location in freely moving rats. We trained rats to identify the relative location of two vertical poles placed in front of them and measured
at high resolution the motor and sensory variables (19 and 2 variables, respectively) associated with this whiskers-based perceptual
process. We found that the rats developed stereotypic head and whisker movements to solve this task, in a manner that can be described
by several distinct behavioral phases. During two of these phases, the rats’ whiskers coded object position by first temporal and then
angular coding schemes. We then introduced wind (in two opposite directions) and remeasured their perceptual performance and
motor-sensory variables. Our rats continued to perceive object location in a consistent manner under wind perturbations while main-
taining all behavioral phases and relatively constant sensory coding. Constant sensory coding was achieved by keeping one group of
motor variables (the “controlled variables”) constant, despite the perturbing wind, at the cost of strongly modulating another group of
motor variables (the “modulated variables”). The controlled variables included coding-relevant variables, such as head azimuth and
whisker velocity. These results indicate that consistent perception of location in the rat is obtained actively, via a selective control of
perception-relevant motor variables.
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Introduction
Perception is a process by which the brain obtains information
about the environment. In natural conditions, perception typi-
cally entails an iterative interplay between sensor motion, the
environment, and the resulting sensory activation. The motor
component of this interplay possesses the potential for selecting
the information that is most relevant to the task at hand, and
provides the flexibility necessary to reliably acquire it, and for
maintaining consistent perception despite changes in the envi-
ronment. Here we address the control of perception-targeted
movements in freely moving rats performing an object localiza-
tion task under different environmental conditions.

The rodent’s whisking system has become a widely used
model for studying mechanisms of perception in the last two
decades (Diamond et al., 2008; Prescott et al., 2011; Maravall and
Diamond, 2014). Numerous studies have demonstrated the us-
age of rats’ facial vibrissae in various perceptual tasks, such as

object localization (Knutsen et al., 2006; Mehta et al., 2007;
Ahissar and Knutsen, 2008; Knutsen and Ahissar, 2009;
O’Connor et al., 2010), shape discrimination (Brecht et al., 1997;
Anjum et al., 2006), and texture discrimination (Carvell and Si-
mons, 1990; von Heimendahl et al., 2007; Ritt et al., 2008; Wolfe
et al., 2008; Diamond, 2010; Maravall and Diamond, 2014). Sev-
eral studies characterized whisking behavior in freely behaving
animals (Mitchinson et al., 2007; Towal and Hartmann, 2008;
Grant et al., 2012), and others characterized motion-induced me-
chanical interactions between whiskers and objects (Boubenec et
al., 2012; Quist and Hartmann, 2012; Bagdasarian et al., 2013;
Hires et al., 2013; Pammer et al., 2013). Yet, the association be-
tween a well-defined motor routine and the perception of specific
features of external objects was only rarely addressed (one recent
example is the study by Voigts et al., 2015).

Similar to motor tasks, perceptual tasks are under active con-
trol of the CNS and their accuracy depends on the functioning of
both motor and sensory components. Studies of motor tasks
(Shadmehr et al., 2010), perceptual tasks (Saig et al., 2012), and
optimal control theory (Todorov, 2004) suggest two major types
of motor variables that can be measured during the performance
of a given task: “controlled variables,” which the system aims to
maintain within a given range or a trajectory; and “modulated
variables,” which the system adjusts to keep the controlled vari-
ables within these desired ranges. The current study examined the
control of motor variables and its effect on sensory coding in
tactile-based spatial perception.

We obtained whisking-related motor and sensory variables
from rats performing an object localization task in normal con-
ditions and while facing external wind perturbations. We found
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that our rats used a motor-sensory control scheme that maintains
perception-relevant motor variables within task-relevant ranges
while modulating other motor variables. As a result, the periph-
eral sensory coding of the relevant environmental variables re-
mained resilient to external perturbations.

Materials and Methods
Rats. Four female rats (8 weeks old) were trained in the object detection
and localization tasks. Rats were held 2 in a cage, under a 12 h light-dark
cycle. They were given free access to food and were gradually engaged in
a water scheduling protocol, eventually allowed access to fluids during
and depending on task performance (conditioned) and, additionally, in
the home cage for 2 h per day (unconditioned). After learning the task
(see below), rats were trimmed of all whiskers, except row C, and re-
trained until performance stabilized again. Trimming was repeated
throughout data collection period as needed to maintain the rats with
only C row intact with no additional training.

Experimental apparatus. The experimental apparatus (Fig. 1A) was set
inside an acoustically isolated, lightproof chamber and included two
distinct areas: “arena” and the “task area,” connected by a door (“front
door”). Upon door opening, rats entered the task area to perform a trial
and, if successful, were rewarded with mango-flavored juice (reward) via
one of three front metal drinking tubes (“sippers”). Each sipper was
electrically connected to an adjustable capacitance switch (F53N; David
Johnson & Associates), used as a contact detector to condition juice
delivery. Solenoid valves (360P012-42; NResearch) controlled reward
delivery (volume, timing). Next, rats were called back into the arena via
signaling of a second reward (“side”) and upon their return the front
door closed. Motorized doors (HS-300; Hitec) controlled the passage
between spaces and IR beam sensors (E24-01 Optical Lickometer; Coul-
bourn Instruments) reported crossing through. Rats performed 30 –120
(typically �60) trials in one session (25– 60 min), consuming 5–15 ml
juice. Sessions were terminated, when rats stopped performing the task
for 3 consecutive trials. The task area was enclosed by a square transpar-
ent wind tunnel (15 � 15 � 70 cm), in which a computer-controlled fan

(172 � 150; 60VDC fan; Y.S. Tech) provided air flow in wind sessions in
one of two directions: against (“pushing wind”) or with (“pulling wind”)
the motion of rats as they entered the task area.

High-speed camera (MotionPro; Redlake) located above the task area
recorded video movies of rats performing the task at high spatiotemporal
resolution (500 fps, 740 � 896 pixels). Another infrared-sensitive CCD
camera (55–701; Edmund Industrial Optics) allowed monitoring of be-
havior in the arena. IR backlight led array (830 nm, MB-OBL9x9-IRN-
24-1 V OmniLight flat dome; Metaphase Technologies) illuminated the
task area, and a 10 � 10 cm array of infrared (940 nm) LEDs (L940-
04AU; Epitex) illuminated the arena. None provided visible illumination
for the rats, which performed the task in complete darkness, but provided
illumination visible by the cameras’ sensors. A narrow plastic bridge
(1.5 � 12 cm) allowed passage from the front door to the far end of the
task area. Along the bridge, two vertical metal poles (2.8 mm diameter)
were presented: one on each side, at different spatial arrangements. Each
of the two poles, as well as the front sippers were mounted on x-y-axes
computer-controlled mobile tables (FB075-150-1.0M4 Nanomotion
Linear Stage; Abiry Technologies), which allowed x-y positioning of 1
�m precision.

Training. First, rats learned to alternate between the arena and task
area, allowing a structured partition of the session to discreet trials of
recurring task performance.

The second stage of training, the discriminative training, included two
trial types: “poles trials,” in which two vertical poles were bilaterally
positioned in the rats’ path; and “no poles trials,” in which rats were let to
explore a clear path. In the poles trial, the poles were positioned in one of
several possible arrangements, each associated with a different one of
three available front sippers (“correct sipper”; Fig. 1B).

Association was gradually achieved by first offering reward from the
correct sipper. Gradually, as rats learned the associations, they chose a
sipper before reward administration, and reward administration was
conditioned on rats’ choices.

Task. Before each trial, one poles-sipper arrangement was chosen from
a set of arrangements between which rats had learned to discriminate.

Figure 1. Task set, arrangements, and conditions. A, Behavioral setup, including (1) arena, (2) task area, (3) front door, (4) side opening, (5) side sipper, (6) motorized door, (7) IR beam sensor,
(8) wind tunnel, (9) bridge, (10) 3 front drinking tubes (sippers), and (11) poles (arrows indicate possible motion directions). B, Task area in the four possible trial arrangements: poles arrangement
1 (blue), 2 (red), and 3 (green), and no poles (NP, black). Colored symbols represent the location (top view) of the two poles at the height of whisker contacts and the sipper associated with each
arrangement. Sessions (including trial repetitions of all 4 arrangements) are 1 of 4 conditions (block design; see D for blocks’ color code). C, One frame, showing the task area during arrangement 1
trial. Dashed arrows indicate head motion axes: along task progress (xH), along the mediolateral axis (yH) and azimuthal angle (�H). D, Snapshots from sessions under different conditions: two no
wind conditions, different in radial distance of the poles: small radial (SR) and large radial in no wind (NW). Two wind conditions, pushing (PSH) and pulling (PUL), different in wind direction (marked
by colored arrows).
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Arrangements were presented in a semirandom order along a session
(Fig. 1B), controlling equal probability of each sipper to be correct and
one-sixth probability of no poles arrangement to be presented. Once
selected, the poles and front sippers were simultaneously moved to a
reference point, common to all arrangements in the set, and then to their
final positions to prevent any auditory cues that may be informative.
Then, the front door opened and rats had to explore the task area and
choose the sipper corresponding to the presented arrangement. Then
rats reentered the arena to collect the side reward. Failing to choose the
correct sipper led to withdrawal of both front and side rewards and to an
increased time delay of the following trial.

Time limits were assigned for each of these stages (5–10 s for each
stage). Failing to complete one of these stages before reaching its time
limit led to trial termination. Data of rats performing the task were col-
lected under the following four conditions (Fig. 1 B, D):

1. Arrangements with small radial distance (each, 20 –23 mm from
midline, laterally, small-radial condition).

2. Arrangements with large radial distance between the poles (each,
25–29 mm from midline, laterally) and no wind applied (no wind
condition).

3. Arrangements with large radial distance and with wind applied
against the direction of movement toward the front sippers (push-
ing wind condition).

4. Arrangements with large radial distance and with wind applied
with the direction of the movement toward the front sippers (pull-
ing wind condition).

Poles arrangements were of the same radial distance (e.g., 29 mm from
midline laterally), but a different horizontal distance (along the rostro-
caudal axis). The most posterior pole, however, was always positioned at
a fixed distance from the front door (5.5 cm). The horizontal offset
between the poles was 0 or �20 mm.

Wind in both directions was applied by a fan, located at the end of the
wind tunnel. Wind velocities were mapped by an anemometer, posi-
tioned at the center-most posterior point of the task area, at a typical
height of a rat’s head as it goes out. At this point, typical wind velocities
were measured 3.5 m/s at the pushing wind condition and 2.5 m/s at
the pulling wind condition. Wind was applied continuously through-
out dedicated sessions to mimic a consistent change in environmental
conditions.

Study groups. The experiment included two study groups: the three
alternative forced-choice (3-AFC) version, trained to discriminate be-
tween a set of three poles arrangements (1–3; Fig. 1B), where the correct
sipper headed isosceles triangles created between the two poles and the
correct sipper, and a no poles arrangement that was associated with
sipper 1 or 3 for different rats. Rats in the two alternative forced-choice
(2-AFC) version discriminated between arrangements 1 and 3. In no
poles trials, they were free to choose any of the available sippers.

Controls. Two types of controls were designed to verify the following:
(1) rats based their decision on the locations of the poles; and (2) sensory
information was acquired by using their whiskers. In one, poles were
removed from the x-y motors, maintaining all other cues (e.g., auditory,
smell) intact; and in the second, rats were trimmed of all their whiskers.
Controls were limited to single sessions each, to avoid frustration of the
rats, and to prevent them from evolving a new behavioral strategy, such
as using their paws or snouts instead of their whiskers, to solve the task.

Data acquisition. Behavioral events (crossing through a door, licking
on a sipper) were tracked via IR beam sensors and capacitance switches.
Their respective time stamps were logged as was trial relevant infor-
mation (e.g., arrangement’s ID, chosen sipper, etc.), for performance
analysis. Video files of rats performing the task were acquired by the
high-speed camera and automatically saved upon trigger using the
MIDAS software.

Data analysis: success rates quantification. Performance level was eval-
uated as the ratio between correct sipper selections and the number of
trials in a session. Chance level performance was calculated for individual
sessions, as the sum of probabilities for arrangement i to appear in a
session (Pai

� ai/�jaj, where ai is the number of arrangement i trials in
the session) and the sipper i to be selected (Psi

� si/�jsj, where si is the

number of sipper i selections in a session), assuming no interaction be-
tween the two; thus, chance level is �iPai

Psi
. p values for interaction

between arrangements and sipper choices distribution were calculated
using � 2 test for pairs of sequential sessions to get sufficiently large num-
ber of trials to satisfy a valid statistical test. All other statistical compari-
sons were based on ANOVA, unless mentioned otherwise.

Tracking. Head and whisker motion during task performance was
tracked offline using MATLAB-based software (WhiskerTracker)
(Knutsen et al., 2005), a semiautomatic head and whiskers tracker. For
measurement and definitions of head position, head azimuth, and whis-
ker angle, see Knutsen et al. (2005).

Head motion variables. Head trajectories were extracted from the mov-
ies in video based coordinates (pixel units) and transformed to “real-
world” coordinates (distance from entrance point to task area, cm units).
Pixel to cm transformation was calibrated with respect to the plastic
bridge, which was a constant object in the field. The task area was there-
after described in 2D coordinate system along two axes: x and y (Fig. 1C).

Before analysis, head traces were low pass filtered at 50 Hz (MATLAB
filtfilt function). Four head motion variables were measured and further
analyzed: head trajectory (head positions of the x (xH) and y (yH) axes,
head azimuthal angle (�H), head velocity (the time derivative of head
position along the x-axis [ẋH] and y-axis [ẏH]) (Table 1).

These traces were then resampled with respect to x-axis (MATLAB
spline function); the longest section from each trial, where xH monoton-
ically increased, was chosen and further processed. This resulted in re-
moval of �6% and �20% (in average) of tracked data from the
beginning the end, respectively. The latter section included mostly the
stage of reward collection. Averages of head motion variables were con-
sidered valid only when the number of samples (n) was �30.

Trials where head position or head azimuth deviated from the average
(calculated separately for each poles-sipper arrangement) in �3 SDs, in
one point or more along the x-axis, were excluded from further analysis
(�6% of the trials).

Table 1. Definition of variables

Notation Definition

Head variables
xH Head position along the x-axis
yH Head position along the y-axis
ẋH Head velocity along the x-axis
ẏH Head velocity along the y-axis
�H Head azimuth
�H,CS

Head azimuth at short contact onset
�H,CL

Head azimuth at long contacts onset
Whisker variables

TW,prt Whisker’s duration of protraction
TW,ret Whisker’s duration of retraction
AW,prt Whisker’s amplitude during protraction
AW,ret Whisker’s amplitude during retraction
�W Whisker angle (relative to head midline)
�W,max Whisker angle at peak protraction
�W,min Whisker angle at peak retraction
�̇W Whisker angular velocity
�̇W,max Whisker’s maximal velocity during protraction
�̇W,min Whisker maximal velocity during retraction
��W,prt Whisker’s averaged velocity during protraction
��W,ret Whisker’s averaged velocity during retraction

Contact variables
rCS

Radial distance of short contacts
rCL

Radial distance of long contacts
TCS

Contact duration of short contacts
rCL

Contact duration of long contacts
Sensory coding variables

��onset Angular difference between the contacting whisker and its
homolog (not necessarily contacting) whisker on the
other side, at the time of contact onset

�tonset Time delay between two sequential contralateral contacts
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Whisking motion variables. Whisker angle traces were smoothed using
quadratic fit with a moving window, 5% width (MATLAB malowess
function), and further analyzed. Individual traces were each partitioned
into three segment types, based on the sign and magnitude of whisker
angle velocity (�̇W). Segments were defined as “protraction” (�̇W � th),
“retraction” (�̇W 	 -th), or “break” otherwise, with th � 100 o/s. Seg-
ments, lasting �6 ms (3 frames), were reassigned as part of the proximal
former segment. For each protraction and retraction segment, the
following variables were measured: peak (protraction) and trough
(retraction) angle, amplitude, duration, and averaged and maximal
velocities (Table 1).

Contact variables. Manual video-based analysis produced onset and
offset frames of whisker-pole contact events and assigned each to the
contacting whisker. For each contact event, we measured the duration
and radial distance of contact, as well as related whisking and head vari-
ables at the time of contact (Table 1).

Definitions and calculations of sensory coding variables (�tonset and
��onset). Information regarding the horizontal offset between the poles
(�x) can be actively represented by the whisking system in the spatial
domain and/or in the temporal domain (Fig. 2). In the spatial domain,
�x is represented by the angle difference between homolog whiskers at
the time of contact, ��onset (Fig. 2B, point 5, where the two C2 whiskers
are with the same angle, corresponding to poles’ offset of 0 degrees). The
temporal cue that is available to the system is the time delay between two
sequential contralateral contacts, �tonset (Fig. 2B). When the whiskers in
both sides of the pad move synchronously �tonset directly represents �x.
By convention, values on the left side are subtracted from those on the
right side; thus, negative �tonset or ��onset values (Fig. 2, left pointing and
downwards pointing arrows, respectively) denote cases in which contact
on the right preceded that on the left, or cases where whisker angle was
larger on the left side, respectively. Contact events, which were not fol-
lowed by a contralateral contact, were regarded unilateral and omitted
from statistical analysis.

Definition of phase transition points between behavioral phases. Transi-
tion points between behavioral phases along task progress were defined
as follows: For Phases 1 and 2 and Phases 3 and 4, the transition was
defined at 0.9 of the mode of the first contact position and last head turn
respectively; for Phases 2 and 3, the phase transition was defined at 0.9 of
the peak of the long contacts histogram along the x-axis.

Results
Highly trained rats discriminated between several spatial ar-
rangements of two vertical poles by choosing one of three avail-
able drinking tubes (“sipper”), based on prelearned associations
(Fig. 1A,B). Two rats (CV12, CV13) performed a 3-AFC task,
discriminating between 3 poles arrangements (arrangements 1, 2,
3) and a fourth, no poles arrangement. These rats yielded 8572
trial repetitions and 1413 s of tracked video data. Two rats (CV15,
CV18) performed the 2-AFC task (discriminating between ar-
rangements 1, 3) and yielded 10541 trial repetitions and 385.2 s of
tracked video data.

Throughout data collection, performance was above chance
level for all rats and in all conditions, as illustrated for CV13 (Fig.
3A; p � 10	6, � 2 test). No poles trials, in which detection rather
than localization was required, were introduced in one-sixth of
the trials (see Materials and Methods). Success rates in no poles
trials were significantly higher than in poles trials (0.92 � 0.11 vs
0.66 � 0.13; mean � SD session success rate; p � 10	10,
ANOVA), indicating that detection was easier than localization
for our rats. Further, assuming equivalent training, 2-AFC was
easier than 3-AFC (Fig. 3B; 0.86 � 0.1 compared with 0.71 �
0.09; p � 10	6). Control experiments, in which all whiskers were
trimmed or in which poles were removed, demonstrated that

Figure 2. Measurement of sensory coding variables: �tonset and ��onset. A, Four whisking traces showing whisker angles (�W vs time) of left (purple) C1 (dark) and C2 (light), and right (green)
C1 (dark) and C2 (light) whiskers, during task performance. Thick segments represent a contact of the relevant whisker with the pole. Black symbols represent the onset of contacts. B, Magnification
of the area in A, marked with black rectangle. Filled symbols represent the onsets of contacts. Arrows indicate �tonset (red) and ��onset (cyan). Arrows’ lengths correspond to the time elapsed
between a contact and the following contralateral contact (�tonset), or the angle difference between two homolog whiskers (��onset). Arrows’ direction indicates the sign according to convention,
by which left side values are subtracted from right sides values; thus, the left pointing arrows mark a right side lead (negative �tonset) and down pointing arrows, a more protracted left side
(negative ��onset). Measurements of �tonset and ��onset are demonstrated for points 2 and 5, respectively (thick arrows, formulas). The numbered illustrations on the right demonstrate the
position of rat’s head (triangle) and whiskers (light purple and green lines) and the two poles during contacts (circles, black) or no contacts (gray), during the time points with the corresponding
numbering on A and B.
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these rats relied on whisker-pole interactions for solving the task
(data not shown).

General behavioral strategy
To analyze the strategy used by our rats while perceiving object
locations, we measured trajectories of head and whisker motion
variables along the main axis of task progress (x), during trials of
the four arrangements (arrangements 1, 2, 3, and no poles). Sin-
gle trials exhibited arrangement-specific trajectories in head
position (xH, yH; Fig. 4A, Rat CV13), head velocity along the
y-axis (ẏH), and head azimuth (�H). Examination of the mean
position profiles (over trials of each arrangement) revealed a ste-
reotypic head motion along a common trajectory, from which it
deviated, in an arrangement-specific manner, at two points (Fig.
4B); in no poles trials, the head deviated toward the associated
sipper earlier (smaller xH) than in poles trials, suggesting that a
detection phase preceded localization in this paradigm. This was
evident also in ẏH (Fig. 4C) and �H (Fig. 4D) mean profiles. Anal-
ysis of whisker contacts showed that rats first contacted the poles
before the point of first deviation (Fig. 4E) and continued to
make contacts with the poles along the range extending between
the two deviation points (Fig. 4F), outlining this range as related
to localization. Along this localization range, rats exhibited two
types of contacts: early, short contacts (duration �50 ms), and
late, long contacts (typically 50 –200 ms; Fig. 4F). Whisker peak
angle (�W,max) also exhibited a stereotypic pattern: the rat started
with large (protracted) angles and gradually reduced them (Figs.
4G, 5A), regardless of the actual occurrence of whisker-pole con-
tact, as evident from the consistent trend in no poles trials.

This stereotypic behavior can be parsed into five sequential
phases (Fig. 4A–I, gray shadings), as follows: The first phase,
detection, was characterized by protracted set-points of the whis-
kers and large whisking amplitudes, which then decreased in ex-
pectation of contact with the poles (Fig. 4G; single-trial examples
are shown in Figs. 4I, 5A,B). Bilateral symmetry of whisking

during detection largely varied between trials, being in phase or
completely antiphased (Fig. 5A). The beginning of the second
phase, localization, was defined as the position of the head at first
contact. The typical position along the x-axis where phase tran-
sition occurred was determined for each rat based on the distri-
bution of xH at the point of first contact (Fig. 4H).

Poles’ location was acquired by the rats along two sequential
phases: during the early phase (Phase 2), head was aligned be-
tween the poles (Fig. 4B), orienting forward (Fig. 6A), and whisk-
ing angles were identical between arrangements (Fig. 6B). During
late localization phase (Phase 3), head trajectories diverged in an
arrangement-specific manner (Fig. 6A), whiskers developed an
arrangement-specific bilateral asymmetry (Fig. 6B), and the
probability of long whisker-pole contacts increased (Fig. 4F).
The transition between Phase 2 and Phase 3 was determined as
the point along the x-axis in which the number of long contacts
reached 0.9 of its maximal value (Fig. 4F,H).

The rats controlled their locomotion speed while performing
the task. Importantly, forward locomotion (ẋH) was slowed down
during Phase 2, such that more time was devoted to early local-
ization than to late localization (Fig. 5B). The transition from
Phase 2 to Phase 3 was also characterized by small arrangement-
specific deviations of head variables (Fig. 4B–D), which were later
amplified at the end of Phase 3.

The fourth phase, choice execution, was characterized by a
ballistic-like profile of head velocity ẏH (Fig. 4C), toward one of
the sippers. The transition point between Phases 3 and 4 was
defined as the point along the x-axis of last direction change. Last,
Phase 5 was reward collection, where reward administration de-
pended on active licking of the correct sipper, often including a
brief position correction (Fig. 4B,D).

These five behavioral phases could be identified in the two
3-AFC rats in all three conditions (Table 2); representative
snapshot of Rat CV13 is depicted in Figure 4I.

Figure 3. Task performance. A, Success rates (CV13, top): poles trials (closed symbols) and no poles trials (opened symbols). Dashed gray line indicates chance level. Number of trials/session
(bottom) in the four conditions along the experiment. B, Rats’ choices of sippers 1–3 (blue, red, and green, respectively) or no choice within the allocated time (brown), pulled over all conditions for
rats (left to right) CV13, CV12, CV18, and CV15. Colored horizontal bars represent the correct choice for each arrangement and for each rat. Bar absence indicates that no specific sipper was associated.
NP, No poles.
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Localization strategy
We further examined the differences in
motor-sensory strategies underlying the
two localization phases and the resulting
task relevant information. During early
localization (Phase 2), several variables ex-
hibited a common pattern across all
arrangements. Primarily, the head was
aligned between the poles (�H ¡ 0) and the
whiskers were symmetrically aligned during
precontact whisking (�� ¡ const) and dur-
ing contact onset (��onset ¡ const) (Fig. 6A–
C). Conversely, in the late localization phase
(Phase 3), all spatial variables deviated in an
arrangement-specific manner, with the de-
viation of �� eventually representing poles’
offsets, �x.

The preservation of head azimuth and
�� during Phase 2 enabled a reliable rep-
resentation of �x by �tonset, which was
degraded in Phase 3 (Fig. 6D). Short con-
tacts were used from the first contact and
throughout both localization phases;
short contacts probably depended on ac-
tive whisking as they could not have been
reproduced when assuming the same pa-
rameters of head motion and passive
whiskers, whereas long duration contacts
started almost exclusively in Phase 3 (Fig.
4F) and did not require active whisking
(data not shown). In addition, long con-
tacts were of significantly smaller whisker
angles (�W) and shorter radial distances
(Cr, the point along the whisker of contact
with the pole; data not shown).

We analyzed the dynamics of temporal
and spatial cues and measured the
amount of information they carried. The
absolute value of �tonset gradually de-
creased, whereas that of ��onset gradually
increased with respect to xH (Fig. 6E, top;
binned at 0.5 cm). Mirroring trends were
exhibited by the mutual information be-
tween these sensory variables and ar-
rangement (Fig. 6E, middle) or sipper
choice (Fig. 6E, bottom), with informa-

Figure 4. Five behavioral phases along task progress. A, Head position trajectories in poles arrangements 1 (blue), 2 (red), 3
(green), and in no poles arrangements (black). B, Position trajectories (mean � SEM), averaged across trials of the same arrange-
ment. C, Same as in B for head velocity along the y-axis (ẏH, axis’ direction is illustrated by cyan arrow on the right). D, Head
azimuth (�H, brown arrow on the right illustration) with consistent color coding. E, Probability distribution function (PDF) of first
contacts location along task progress, in trials of arrangements 1–3 (blue, red, and green). F, Short (cyan) and long (black) contact

4

duration values, median � IQR (magenta) along task prog-
ress. Dashed red line indicates 50 ms cutoff between the short
and long populations. Inset, Bimodal contact duration distri-
bution (y-axes of the two graphs are contact duration). G, Me-
dian and IQR of left C1 peak whisker angle values in
arrangements 1 (blue), 2 (red), 3 (green), and no poles (black).
H, Transition points between behavioral phases. Phases 1 and
2: PDF of head position at first contact (light pink). Phases 2
and 3: normalized number of long contacts along the x-axis
(dark pink). Phases 3 and 4: PDF of head position at last head
turning point along the x-axis (purple). I, Sequential snap
shots from an arrangement 3 trial performance, illustrating
head and whisker characteristic motion along different behav-
ioral phases of task progress. In all panels, different gray level
shadings represent the different phases (as defined in H).
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tion by �tonset gradually decreasing and by ��onset gradually in-
creasing. The dynamics of the encoding power of these sensory
variables along task progress is illustrated by the arrangement-
wise separation of their distributions (Fig. 6F). The mutual in-
formation between head azimuth (�H) and arrangement or
sipper choice gradually increased with task progress, starting
upon the diminishing of the information contained in the tem-
poral variable and continuing until the end of the trial (Fig. 6E).

Wind perturbation
Wind perturbation did not qualitatively change the general struc-
ture of the behavioral strategy, preserving the five phases, al-
though it affected the locations of transition points. In general,

pushing wind delayed and pulling wind
advanced phase transitions along the task
progress axis (Fig. 7A; Table 2). The two
sensory variables, �tonset and ��onset, con-
tinued carrying significant information
on pole location under wind conditions,
although not to the same extent (Fig. 7B).
The amount of information carried by
��onset decreased in both wind conditions,
whereas that carried by �tonset slightly de-
creased in the pulling wind condition but
increased in pushing wind. Increased in-
formation by �tonset was especially sur-
prising in light of the general reduction in
the overall range of �tonset values (no wind
condition: 0.5 � 84.5, pushing wind con-
dition: 7.6 � 54, p � 1.3 � 10	11; pulling
wind condition: 18.8 � 63; p � 1.3 �
10	4, Levene’s test for variance equality;
Fig. 7C). This increase in arrangement-
wise separation, despite of an overall de-
crease in range, suggests a specific control
strategy targeted at maximizing the sensi-
tivity of �tonset. On the contrary, while the
variability range of ��onset was not signif-
icantly different between the no wind and
pushing wind conditions (no wind condi-
tion: 	8 � 13; pushing wind condition:
	15.3 � 13, p � 0.78; pulling wind con-
dition: 	13.9 � 10.2, p � 7.9 � 10	14,
Levene’s test for variance equality; Fig.
7D), the associated information decreased
in pushing and more in pulling wind con-
ditions, although it was still significant.

Controlled and modulated variables
To reveal the nature of motor-sensory adap-
tation that allowed our rats to overcome
wind perturbation, we analyzed how wind
affected the distributions of head and whis-
ker motion variables and of the resulting
contact variables. Variables were parsed
such that each measured data point was as-
signed to a category based on the specific
combination of arrangement (1, 2, 3, or no
poles), correct/incorrect trial, whisker ID
(C1 and C2, right or left), head position
along the localization X range (xH; from 1 to
7 cm with bins of 1 cm), and contact type
(long/short). For example, one of the cate-

gories included all data point of a variable, in which arrangement was
1, rat’s choices were correct, the analyzed whisker was right C2, the
head was at 2 cm 	 xH 	 3 cm and the contact was short. Different
variables had different number of categories depending on their re-
lation to the various components of the task (e.g., contact variables
were assigned to 1 of 3 arrangement categories (arrangements 1, 2,
3), whereas whisker variables were also assigned to a fourth arrange-
ment category of no poles trials). Categories of �20 data points were
excluded (Table 3). Within the remaining categories, we ran an
ANOVA test to establish the significance of wind effect. The resulting
p values are presented in Figure 8A, where each curve corresponds to
all category comparisons of an individual variable, in an ascending

Figure 5. Typical whisking and head motion along task progress. A, Examples of whisking traces (�W vs time) of C1 (dark) and
C2 (light) whiskers of the left (purple) and right (green) sides from no poles arrangements (top two) and poles arrangements
(bottom two). Thick sections represent the periods of whisker-pole contacts. B, Whisking traces (consistent color code) as
recorded in an arrangement 2 trial. Simultaneous head motion shown below. Cyan represents yH. Black represents xH.
Brown represents �H.
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order: for every variable (curve), categories of smallest p values (rep-
resenting significant difference between conditions) were positioned
on the left side of the x-axis. Thus, variables whose curves crossed the
significance level line closer to the left side (indicating that, in most of
their subgroups, there was no significant effect of condition) were
considered to be more preserved, or more “controlled.”

Table 3 lists the analyzed variables ordered by the value of
their crossing point, where lower values indicate stronger invari-
ance against external perturbations. We grouped the variables
according to the modes in the distributions of their crossing
points (the crossing points of the variables contained in Groups
I-III are depicted in Fig. 8A, inset). Groups I and II contain vari-
ables that were maintained relatively invariant to wind perturba-

tions and are here referred to as “controlled variables.” These
include 4 tightly controlled variables (Table 3, Group I): the duration
of retraction and the duration of short contacts, radial distance of
short contacts, and head azimuth during short contacts. Controlled
variables with somewhat lower invariance include whisker protrac-
tion variables (amplitude, velocity, and duration), retraction ampli-
tude and velocity, head azimuth during long contacts, and the radial
distance of long contacts (Table 3, Group II).

Groups III, IV, and V contain variables that were significantly
modulated in response to wind perturbations; we classify them as
“modulated variables” (i.e., variables that were modulated to
maintain the controlled variables in their desired ranges). They
included head position along the y-axis and velocity along the x-
and y-axes, whisker peak protraction and retraction angles, and
duration of long contacts.

We next analyzed the major sources of variability and the
dynamics of these measured variables; three representative exam-
ples are presented in Fig. 8B–G. Protraction whisker velocity,
�̇W,max, was gradually reduced during the detection and main-
tained small and constant over the early and late localization

Figure 6. Temporal and spatial information cues. Head azimuth (�H) (A) and bilateral angle difference (��W) (mean � SEM) (B) along task progress in arrangements 1–3 (blue, red, green)
trials. Gray shadings represent early (light) and late (dark) localization phases. Schemes illustrate whiskers’ positions relative to the poles at different arrangements (same color code) at the relevant
phase along task progress. C, ��onset distributions at early and late localization phases of 1–3 trial arrangements (blue, red, and green). D, �tonset values along task progress, measured in
arrangements 1–3 (blue, red, and green). Gray shadings represent detection, early and late localization, and choice execution phases. E, Normalized values (mean � SD) of �tonset (dark red),
��onset (cyan), and contact duration (magenta) along 0.5 cm bins of task progress. Mutual information values (symbols) and trend lines by �tonset (dark red), ��onset (cyan), and head azimuth (�H,
brown) with trial arrangement (middle plot) and sipper selection (bottom plot), along task progress. Dashed yellow line indicates p � 0.05. F, Patches are �tonset (top) and ��onset (bottom) IQR
in correct trials of arrangements 1–3 (blue, red, green).

Table 2. x coordinates (cm) of transition between consequent phases (CV13/CV12)

Phases 1 and 2 Phases 2 and 3 Phases 3 and 4

No wind condition 1.7/1.9 3.0/3.5 6.4/6.0
Pushing wind condition 3.0/3.5 4.0/4.0 6.4/6.5
Pulling wind condition 1.6/1.7 3.0/3.0 6.0/6.2
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phases (Fig. 8B). We compared the variance contributed by con-
dition, arrangement, and whisker ID, using F statistics. Large F
values indicate a large contribution to the overall variance. In the
case of whisker velocity (�̇W,max), most of the variability was con-
tributed by whisker ID (Fig. 8C), but there was very little effect of
arrangement and condition on the variability in the data. Head
azimuth (�H) was maintained near 0 until late localization across
all arrangements and conditions, especially during early localiza-
tion (as demonstrated by the troughs in F statistics related to
arrangement and condition; Fig. 8D,E; note the log scale of
y-axis).

In contrast to the controlled variables, modulated variables
exhibited significant changes across conditions. For example, rats
elevated whisking peak angle (�w,max) in pushing and more in
pulling wind conditions (Fig. 8F) while maintaining a rather
fixed and small variance range within each wind condition.

Our basic assumption was that motor variables are controlled
in a way that optimizes perception. Two coding sensory variables
were identified in these experiments: �tonset and ��onset (Fig. 6).

Both variables, and to a greater extent �tonset, exhibited resilience
to wind perturbation (Fig. 7B–D). We thus examined the de-
pendency of these coding variables on motor controlled vari-
ables. Both coding variables (and more so �tonset) depended
significantly on the values of the two representative controlled
variables: whisker velocity and head azimuth (Figs. 8 H, I, two
left columns). In contrast, these coding variables did not de-
pend on modulated variables (e.g., on �W,max; Figs. 8 H, I, right
column).

Discussion
That perception involves gradual accumulation of sensory data
had been repeatedly shown (Romo and Salinas, 2001, 2003; Ma-
zurek et al., 2003; Gold and Shadlen, 2007). This, however, was
typically shown in tasks during which the sensory variables, as
well as their acquisition time frame, were dictated by the experi-
mental design. In contrast, in natural or natural-like conditions,
subjects select sensory variables actively via specific motor strat-
egies (Munz et al., 2010). This approach of imposing minimal

Figure 7. Wind effect. A, Behavioral phase transition (columns) in the different wind conditions (rows; no wind; pushing wind; pulling wind) as defined for CV13 by the variables described in
Figure 4H (see Materials and Methods). Vertical dashed gray lines indicate the locations of phase transitions along task progress. B, Mutual information (symbols) and trend lines between �tonset

(dark red), ��onset (cyan), �H (brown), and trial arrangement along task progress, calculated for pulled data of (top to bottom) no wind, pushing wind, and pulling wind sessions. C, Cumulative
density distributions (CDF) of �tonset and in arrangements 1–3 (blue, red, and green, respectively), measured under (top to bottom) no wind, pushing wind, and pulling wind conditions. Colored
symbols represent the 5th and 95th percentiles of values’ ranges (pulled over all arrangements). Gray arrows represent the corresponding �tonset range. D, Same as C for ��onset.
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constrains exposed a common meta-design of task solving by our
rats. They started by detecting the presence of the poles, contin-
ued with acquiring temporal sensory variables (�tonset) during the
early localization phase, then spatial sensory variables (��onset)
during late localization phase, and then proceeded toward the
appropriate sipper (Fig. 4). This strategy included a priori setting
of motor variables in their relevant working ranges. For example,
when reaching to the localization zone, even before any contact
occurred, the rats reduced their whisking angle and velocity sig-
nificantly (Figs. 4G, 8B,F), the latter likely to increase temporal
resolution. Such predictive motor behavior could be imprinted in
motor networks at early stages of task learning (Kuhlman et al.,
2014) in a way that also presets sensory networks to the relevant
working ranges (Pais-Vieira et al., 2013).

Indeed, during early localization, contacts were kept short and
temporal information (mutual information by �tonset) was kept
high, in agreement with temporal coding by bilateral first spike
delays (Arabzadeh et al., 2006; Ahissar and Knutsen, 2008; Pe-
tersen et al., 2009). During the late localization phase, whisker-
pole contacts were long and angular information (��onset)
gradually increased (Fig. 6). Long contact durations support the
use of “morphological coding,” such as the relationship between
whisker curvature and angle (Bagdasarian et al., 2013; Quist et al.,
2014) for perceiving object location because the reliability of
morphological coding increases with contact duration (Bag-
dasarian et al., 2013). These morphological relationships are
translated to mechanical stresses that are sensible by follicle
mechanoreceptors in a way that determines object localization
(Pammer et al., 2013). Such transition from one coding variable
to another may be associated with multiple-code neuronal pro-
cessing at the relevant (e.g., thalamocortical) levels (Yu et al.,
2015). Naturally, however, part of the involved variables (e.g.,
forces at the follicle) could not be measured directly or estimated
indirectly (e.g., by measuring whisker curvature) in this study
due to technical limitations.

The short contacts described here are in agreement with an
active control aimed at “minimal impingement” (Mitchinson et
al., 2007). Such control may be an open-loop one, simply ensur-
ing short-duration protractions; or closed-loop one, inducing
retraction immediately upon contact (Deutsch et al., 2012). The

long contacts described here are assumed to be controlled differ-
ently. Our rats had to pass the poles to reach the reward and could
not avoid contacting the poles while moving forward, which re-
sulted in relatively long contacts with strong impingements.

We focused our analysis on the relative variables �tonset and
��onset. In principle, rats could also solve the task by indepen-
dently localizing the objects in both sides (“absolute” localiza-
tion; Mehta et al., 2007; O’Connor et al., 2010) and computing
the difference centrally. We find this possibility less likely given
the lower resolution of “absolute” localization (Diamond et al.,
2008) and the significant amount of information conveyed by the
relative variables here (Figs. 6, 7).

Adaptation to wind perturbation and controlled variables
In natural conditions, perception typically involves active acqui-
sition of sensory data. Such acquisition requires a coordination of
motor variables and sensory coding variables, in a manner that
facilitates the acquisition of perceptually relevant information
(Ko et al., 2010; Boubenec et al., 2012; Kuang et al., 2012; Quist
and Hartmann, 2012; Bagdasarian et al., 2013; Hires et al., 2013;
Pammer et al., 2013). Because motor variables are readily modu-
lated in perceptual time scales, whereas sensory coding is modi-
fiable on much slower time scales (Saig et al., 2012), motor
control is apt to enable perceptual resilience to environmental
changes.

Our rats managed to keep their perceptual precision when
facing pushing wind (Fig. 3). Our analysis revealed that in this
condition the amount of information carried by the temporal
sensory variable (�tonset) actually increased, compared with no
wind, despite a significant decrease of its values range (Fig.
7B,C). This was in contrast to the decrease in the amount of
information carried by the spatial sensory variable (��onset) in
this condition. The improvement in the reliability of �tonset likely
resulted from an active adaptation of the rat’s perceptual strategy
in response to the change in environmental conditions. Interest-
ingly, our rats did not find a corresponding adapted strategy for
the pulling wind condition (Fig. 7B), which eventually resulted in
impaired performance (Fig. 3A). Importantly, the fact that rats
significantly increased peak whisking angles and set-points in
both wind directions (Fig. 8F) excluded the possibility that all
observed behavioral differences merely reflect mechanical effects
of the wind.

While adapting to wind perturbations, our rats selectively main-
tained the motor variables affecting the temporal and spatial codes
(controlled variables) in their working ranges during the relevant
behavioral phases. The primary variables affecting temporal coding
were head azimuth and whiskers velocity during protraction.
Aligned head azimuth (0 degrees) ensured balanced bilateral com-
parison, and whisker velocity determined sensory resolution
(Gamzu and Ahissar, 2001; Saig et al., 2012; Weber et al., 2013).
Accordingly, these variables were kept invariant during early local-
ization (Fig. 8B–E), which indeed maintained the coding power of
�tonset (Fig. 7B). The other controlled variables observed here are
related to either whisking amplitude (AW,ret;AW,prt), whisking dura-
tion (TW,ret;TW,prt), or whiskers-poles contacts (rCS;rCL). Control of
whisking amplitude and duration may be either a byproduct of con-
trolling whisking velocity (Deutsch et al., 2012) or serving other
purposes not specific to the task at hand. Contact-related variables
may affect whiskers morphological based location coding (Bag-
dasarian et al., 2013).

Head azimuth was controlled also during late localization
(�H,cL), as a means to keep coding by ��onset informative. Inter-
estingly, the control of head azimuth was tighter during wind

Table 3. All analyzed variables sorted by invariancea

Group Variable CP
No. of
subgroups

Mean samples/
subgroup

Mean samples/
group

I TW,ret 0.10 371 135.94 109.36
TCS

0.10 50 36.26
rCS

0.10 33 32.1
�H,CS

0.10 50 36.26
II TW,prt 0.60 376 134.51 131.47

AW,ret 0.80 371 135.94
AW,prt 1.10 376 134.51
��W,ret 1.20 371 135.94
��W,prt 1.30 376 134.51
rCL

1.60 49 39.2
�̇W,max 1.70 376 134.51
�̇W,min 1.80 371 135.94
�H,CL

2.70 59 46.29
III TCL

7.40 59 46.29 111.45
ẏH 7.80 96 151.49

IV yH 15.90 96 151.56 141.26
�W,min 19.60 371 135.94
ẋH 20.90 96 151.49

V �W,max 27.10 376 134.51 134.51
aCP, “crossing point” (Fig. 8A): % of subgroups below p � 0.0001.
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conditions (data not shown), which may suggest that the extent
of control the system implements is not constant but may change
with respect to conditions: namely, that a stricter control scheme
is applied when the task becomes more difficult or under more
intense perturbation.

Motor-sensory-motor loops and perceptual constancy
The links shown here between sensory accuracy and reliability
and the control of motor variables strongly suggest that motor

and sensory variables are controlled together, as part of the same
control loop. Several studies indicated that rodents operate their
whiskers in a closed-loop manner, by which whisker motion de-
pends on the incoming sensory data (Mitchinson et al., 2007;
Deutsch et al., 2012; Bagdasarian et al., 2013). In the case of the
vibrissal system, such loops are implemented via tight motor-
object-sensory transformations (Bagdasarian et al., 2013) and
several levels of sensory-motor pathways (Kleinfeld et al., 1999;
Kleinfeld et al., 2006; Ahissar and Knutsen, 2008; Diamond et al.,

Figure 8. Invariance and modulation of variables. A, p values calculated to establish difference due to condition among subgroups of motor (black) and contact (gray) variables. Inset, Point of
crossing the p � 0.0001 level for individual variables. Labels indicate the groups assigned in Table 3. B, Whisking velocity (�̇W,max; median � IQR) along task progress under no wind (NW, orange),
pushing wind (PSH, green), and pulling wind (PUL, purple) conditions. C, Calculated variance in �̇W,max data (F statistics) due to condition (blue), arrangement (cyan), and whisker ID (pink) along
task progress. D, E, Same as B, C for head azimuth (�H) and F, G peak whisker angle (�W,max). H, p values of the pairwise comparison (ANOVA) between �tonset values, measured in arrangements
1 and 2 (light gray), 2 and 3 (dark gray), or 1 and 3 (black) over the bins of the abscissa variable (left to right: whisker velocity �̇W,max, head azimuth�H, and peak whisker angle�W,max). Red dashed
line indicates 0.05 significance line. Over these bins, the curves assess the strength of�tonset in separating arrangements (lower p values indicate better separation). Top, Separation quality ( p value).
Bottom, Shuffling control: an equal number of values from each arrangement were randomly selected in each bin to compose a dataset of 102 samples. Their assignments to values of the abscissa
were shuffled, but not their assignments to arrangement. p values were recalculated, and the procedure was repeated 100 times. The curves represent the lowest 5% p values in each bin across all
repetitions. I, Same as H but for ��onset.
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2008), which together compose a set of vibrissal motor-sensory-
motor loops. We suggest that the control over controlled and
modulated variables is done via these motor-sensory-motor
loops and that these variables are relevant for perception (Simony
et al., 2008).

Our results further suggest that this mechanism enables per-
ceptual constancy: the resilience of perception to changes in the
conditions affecting the interactions between the subject and the
object. Perceptual constancy has been investigated in detail over
more than a century (Gilchrist et al., 1999). It is generally ac-
cepted that the nervous system somehow “takes into account” the
conditions affecting subject– object interactions (such as distance
from an object for size perception and humidity for roughness
perception), using some sort of sensory processing that corrects
the presumably distorted proximal stimulus (Helmholtz, 1925;
Hochberg, 1978; Wade and Swanston, 1996). Yet, dynamic and
motor-sensory based schemes of perception (Port and Van
Gelder, 1995; Kelso, 1997; Ahissar and Arieli, 2001; Freeman,
2001; O’Regan and Noe, 2001) offer an alternative mechanism, in
which environmental conditions can be taken into account by an
appropriate control over the motor variables that are relevant to
acquire the sensory cues. In line with the latter, constancy of
roughness perception was shown to occur with active sensing but
not with passive sensing (Yoshioka et al., 2011), suggesting that
motor variables play a significant role in maintaining tactile per-
ceptual constancy.

We show here that while perceiving object location in different
wind conditions rats maintain perceptual constancy (preserving re-
liable sensory coding) by the preservation of a set of coding-relevant
“controlled variables” within certain ranges while modulating other,
“modulated variables.” This strategy minimized the distortion of
perceptually relevant sensory variables (the “proximal stimulus”)
caused by environmental conditions, thereby enabling spatial per-
ceptual constancy.
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